Slack-Librium Slackline & Mindfulness
College Programming Info Sheet
Who We Are:
Slack-Librium is an educational entertainment organization pioneering a new brand of
interactive & experiential programming. We teach balance - physically, mentally, and
emotionally through our uniquely designed slackline & mindfulness curriculum. Since 2013
we’ve taught thousands of groups & individuals across the United States in schools, camps,
corporate offices & retreat centers. We’d love to share our programming and our passion with
students & faculty at your school!
Slack-Librium was originally started by a couple of college students who took advantage of an
opportunity to teach a slackline workshop at a local festival. At first it was all just for fun, but we
quickly started to sense a deeper value in what we were doing. After sharing the idea with some
of our professors, we were encouraged to apply for an upcoming grant from the North Carolina
Center for Health & Wellness. We received the grant and it helped to fund an incredible pilot
program that brought 2 weeks of slackline & mindfulness programming into Asheville Middle
School gym & health classes. In our post surveys given to participating students, 99% wrote a
comment about what they liked or learned, with 89% offering a specific example.
Examples included; “I love slacklining because it helped with my concentration and
patience and an overall feeling of balance,” and “I loved slacklining because it helped me
understand to not give up immediately.” Overall, the program was a huge success and
helped to spark a budding mindfulness program within the school, including professional
development for faculty as well as programming for students.
The program also led to the continued growth of Slack-Librium. After seeing the impact we were
having with middle school youth, we realized that our programming could be adapted to help a
larger and more diverse set of individuals and institutions - from colleges to corporations. No
matter the age group or setting, our programming helps to develop and strengthen
self-awareness, emotional intelligence, self-confidence, & physical fitness.

What We’re Offering:
An innovative, mindfulness-based educational package custom designed for your school! Not
just your stereotypical motivational speech, our daily rate includes up to 8 hours of
programming per day that can be scheduled across multiple events and venues on your
campus and targeted towards the right audiences. Our programming feels like a mini-retreat for
students and faculty alike! We take care to create safe and supportive environments where
participants can relax and step out of their comfort zones to try something new.
Slacklining, if you’re not already familiar with it, is an emerging sport/activity that involves
learning how to balance on a thin piece of webbing. While the extremes of the sport involve
“highlining” over canyons and performing incredible acrobatic maneuvers on a “trickline,”
Slack-Librium specializes in making the sport safe and accessible to beginners. You don’t need
any special athletic ability to learn how to slackline. If you can walk a straight line on the
ground, we can teach you to slackline - guaranteed. The physical aspect of slacklining
provides a myriad of health benefits, but our multifaceted educational approach aims to help
participants learn to balance - not just physically - but also mentally and emotionally.
Mindfulness can be thought of as a particular form or method of paying attention. It
involves intentionally directing your awareness to the present moment in a
non-judgmental fashion. The concept is simple, yet the practice has shown huge benefits.
Emerging research has revealed how mindfulness-based training has the potential to help
individuals reduce stress & anxiety while increasing self-awareness, mental processing speed,
emotional regulation, concentration and even empathy. (Learn more at slacklibrium.com/research)
When you approach slacklining from a contemplative perspective, it becomes an excellent
movement-based mindfulness practice and an engaging educational tool. Slacklining helps
you learn to slow down, examine the present moment, and take one intentional step at a
time - both literally and metaphorically. We believe slackline & mindfulness education can be
incredibly valuable to college students, professors, and administrators and we offer a diverse set
of programming options that can cater to a variety of different groups and interests at your
school. Through a combination of lectures, in-class visits, public slackline demonstrations, and
hands-on workshop programming we can bring value to your school in a multitude of ways.

Orientation Programming:
The beginning of college can be an incredibly exciting time in a student’s life, but it can also be
frightening and overwhelming for many. Beyond the adjustment to college-level academics, the
transition to living by yourself and learning how to manage all of the responsibilities that come
with it is a major part of the freshman year experience. Feeding yourself, doing laundry,
managing finances, setting your own schedule, keeping up with course work & creating lasting
relationships - the list goes on. College students are highly capable individuals, able to take on
any of these assignments. Their struggle is often not with any individual task, but with figuring
out how to balance everything that’s going on in their lives.
We believe the key to achieving this balance lies in mastering the art of attention. Anyone
who's ever been in a classroom has been told to “pay attention,” but rarely do we ever teach
students how to “pay attention.” In the age of Twitter and Instagram, this “attentional
education” seems more important than ever. Our orientation programming uses an experiential
approach to show students the power of attention, and how sustained attention can be
harnessed into focus. By learning to bring attention to subconscious thoughts, actions, patterns
& habits in their everyday lives, students can learn to take better care of themselves. By
learning to “exercise” their attentional abilities, students can effectively apply their focus to
literally any task they’re trying to accomplish.
Those of us who’ve been through college know that, at the end of it, it feels as if it went by
incredibly quickly. It’s easy to let the years pass by without truly applying your focus to the extent
you’re capable of. College is expensive - it’s an investment not just of your money, but
more importantly of your time and attention. Every single moment of your college experience
is an incredible opportunity, inside the classroom and out. We aim to inspire & empower
students to take full advantage of as many of those moments and opportunities as
possible.

Campus Event Activity Station:
If you are looking to bring a fun and engaging activity to any of your campus events, we offer a
fully insured slackline activity station. We can set up slacklines indoors or outdoors to entertain
students with demonstrations and teach them how to slackline themselves through personal
instruction. Our slackline activity stations are popular with students because they offer a
low-commitment, high-reward activity for them to engage with.
Many students are reluctant to sign up for and commit to attending workshops and events oftentimes due to social anxiety or a general feeling of being overscheduled. Our slackline
activity stations allow students (and faculty) to drop in and drop out as they please. Some
students come for a couple minutes just to “check it out,” and some will end up staying for hours
and making new friends. Our focus is creating a safe & fun environment for students to
engage with others and try something new.
Lecture or Seminar Style Events:
Slack-Librium offers programming options that don’t require getting on a slackline. We can
create customized lecture or seminar style presentations for students, faculty, & campus
visitors to attend. Our lectures & seminars offer a mixture of motivational/inspirational speaking,
advice on how to be successful in college & business, experiential mindfulness-based activities,
and Q & A with the audience. Even in our “lecture” style programming we aim to facilitate as
much direct engagement with the audience as possible. We’ve all been to dry & boring lectures
where the presenter reads directly off a sheet of paper and ignores the audience, and we can
guarantee you this will not be the case with our programs.

Classroom Visits:
We love delivering programming to small groups and individual classes! This more intimate
setting allows for in-depth conversations to occur and for students to have an opportunity to
ask questions relevant to their personal lives and classwork. If you have faculty who feel
their classes may benefit from slackline and/or mindfulness programming we would love to offer
a classroom visit.
Athletic Training Programs:
Slack-Librium offers specialized programming that is designed with student athletes in mind.
Slacklining provides an incredible cross training opportunity for student athletes to improve
their balance, develop leg & core strength, and sharpen their mental focus & discipline.
No matter how strong or athletic an individual is, slacklining will present its own unique
challenge and will help work out muscles that are often neglected and underutilized.
Mindfulness practices offer tools & strategies to help athletes maintain their focus
throughout high-stress situations & maintain positive mental health.
Student Leadership Training:
We believe in the power of student leadership and know from firsthand experience how it can
help prepare you for life after college. Slack-Librium offers programming that is specifically
designed for emerging student leaders, focused on developing self-awareness,
self-confidence, healthy habit formation, communication skills, & time management.
Slack-Librium was started by a college student, and we believe college students have the
potential to create innovative new businesses and take leadership positions in world-changing
projects and initiatives.
Faculty Sessions & Mindfulness-Based Professional Development:
Our programming is just as valuable for University faculty as it is for students. We offer
faculty-specific programming sessions that are focused on supporting mental health &
well-being through mindfulness practices. We also offer professional development &
consulting for faculty members who are interested in integrating contemplative practices into
their pedagogical approach or creating contemplative learning communities amongst faculty.

Testimonials:
"In a short hour activity, Jesse helped our team focus on the work at hand. Not
only did his facilitation make the entire retreat more productive and enjoyable, he
taught an approach to communication with team members that will yield benefits
throughout the year. I plan to engage Jesse again soon to support our team's
function, communication, and well-being." - Kate Pett, Executive Director of
Asheville City Schools Foundation
“Thank you for your exemplary class yesterday. Of all the extra activities I wanted
to bring to the class this semester, this was the one I worried about the most. It's
not easy getting people to try physical skills in front of their peers, or at least I
thought that was the case before I saw you work the room yesterday. Your
teaching style was so accessible, and supportive, that everyone (including a few
of the students that said they were too nervous to try before class) had a great
time. Students have already told me it was the best class of the semester!” - Dr.
Patrick Foo, Professor of Psychology at UNC Asheville.
“It was a spectacular time having you guys. I absolutely loved seeing all the
students engaged and being open to mindfulness and trying something new!
Often times when we have visitors students usually shut down. I wish you
nothing but great success and hope to see you next year!” - Tony Galvin, Physical
Education Teacher at Todd County Middle School in Rosebud Native American
Reservation.
“The kids were completely thrilled and inspired by your workshops and by
getting to know you. You showed in so many ways that you truly cared about
them and that you appreciated each of them as individuals. I cannot thank you
enough!” - Melody Reeves, Director of Dungannon Youth Summer Camp

Program Cost:

One Day of Programming: $1750
Two Days of Programming: $1500 per day
Three Days of Programming: $1250 per day
Five Days of Programming: $1000 per day
*Daily Rate Includes up to 8 Hours of Programming*
*An additional travel fee will be charged plus lodging if an overnight stay is required*
*We encourage block booking and bundling your package with nearby schools*

Our programming can take place indoors and/or outdoors depending on what
works best for your campus. We’ll consult with you ahead of time to make sure
the space will be adequate and we’ll customize the package to fit your school’s
unique needs. We appreciate your time and consideration in bringing us to your
campus and please don’t hesitate to reach out to us for more information!
Contact Jesse Goldman with any additional questions at
slacklibrium@gmail.com or 914-483-7548

